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Executive Summary
The retail space segment in Kuwait is one of the most important segment in the real estate market. With market conditions
changing rapidly under the backdrop of sharp reduction in oil prices, a detailed coverage of this segment was required. We
selected 13 key properties for this study:
• The Avenues Mall – Al Rai

• 360 Degree Mall – Sixth Ring Road, South Surra

• Gate Mall – Egaila

• Marina Mall - Salmiya

• Boulevard - Salmiya

• Souk Sharq – Sharq (Kuwait City)

• Al Fanar Complex - Salmiya

• Salhiya Complex – Salhiya (Kuwait City)

• Al Hamra Mall – Sharq (Kuwait City)

• Araya Center – Sharq (Kuwait City)

• Promonade – Hawalli

• KIPCO Tower Retail – Sharq (Kuwait City)

• Tijaria Tower Retail – Sharq (Kuwait City)
Information on these properties was collected in the month of March 2016. There are more than 2,200 units in these 13
properties and we have collected various information on all these units. Most of the information has been collected directly
from the property developers and it has been enriched by field surveys to capture any missing parts.
While Kuwait has several more retail properties, it was decided that the scope of the study be restricted to 13 key properties.
Other properties maybe included in the subsequent versions of this report. Please see Appendix 1 for the definitions of the
terms used in this report.
Retail Space Market Running High Occupancy with Attractive Lease Rates
• The total Gross Lease Area (GLA) of all the properties is 546,208 m2.
• The occupancy ratio is very high at 99.1%, which shows that there is hardly any space vacant in these properties. This
high occupancy ratio also indicate the strength of retail space demand in Kuwait.
• The 13 properties have a total of 2,235 units (shops) including the Kiosks. We have been able to create benchmark lease
rates of all these units.
• The weighted average lease rate of all the units is KD 25.16 per m2 per month. The weights in the calculation are the areas
of each shop.

Summary Table 1: Snapshot of Retail Space Market in Kuwait
Gross Leasable Area
# of Properties
# of Units (Shops)
Occupancy Ratio
Average Lease Rate (KD per Month per m2)
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546,208 m2
13
2,235
99.1%
KD 25.16

Ground and First Level
Floors Occupy More than
%85 of Retail Space
Summary Chart 1 shows the share of retail space on different
floors and Summary Chart 2 shows the floor wise lease rate
variations:
• While the real estate companies employ ample creativity

• Level 1 lease rate is KD 23.21 and Level 2 lease rate of

in defining various retail floors, we have segregated

KD 22.81. We note that in several properties, Level 2

them into five broad floors. Generally there is no

is used for food courts where the lease rates are quite

confusion in defining the ground and the basement

high. This has helped pushed the average lease rate of

floors.

Level 2 very close to Level 1 lease rates.

• However, the floor above the Ground floor is defined

• The anchor tenant lease rates for Level 1 and Level 2 are

variously as Mezzanine 1, Upper Ground, First Floor, etc.

very similar but there is a drop from KD 41.08 for Level 1

We have treated all these as Level 1.

to KD 36.09 for Level 2 - a drop of around 12%.

• Ground Floor occupy 46.5% of all retail space in the 13
properties and Level 1 occupies another 39.3% space.
• Basement occupies 7.4% space and Level 2 occupies
6.2% space. Level 3 occupies marginal share.
• The highest lease rate is realized on the Ground Floor @
KD 29.90 per m2 per month. This is further split between
anchor tenants who pay KD 16.48 and non-anchor

• Basement average lease rate is KD 16.46 but it is just
KD 8.55 for anchor tenants and KD 33.46 for non-anchor
tenants.
• Level 3 lease rate is quite low @ KD 6.59. We note
that Level 3 is not available in most properties and it is
largely used for entertainment oriented anchor tenants
such as Cinema, Kids Play Area, etc.

tenants who pay KD 48.37.
Summary Chart 1: Floor Wise Distribution of Retail Space

Summary Chart 2: Floor Wise Lease Rate Variations
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Tenant Category of “Fashion, Shoes and Related Items” Accounts for Largest Share in Retail Space
Summary Chart 3 shows the space occupied by different tenant categories:
• The largest share is occupied by “Fashion, Shoes and Related Items” @ 40.0%.
• This is followed by 15.1% share for “Entertainment & Gym” and 13.4% share for “F&B” categories.
• Hypermarkets account for 10.1% share.
• Summary Table 2 shows the profile of different tenant categories with respect to the unit sizes and the average lease rates.
• We note that different tenant categories have unique requirement for the size of shops they need to operate in a retail mall.
This is governed by the type of merchandise, price points, operational factors and profit margins.

Summary Chart 3: Share of Different Tenant Categories in Retail Space

2.1%
7.7%
6.1%
40.0%
2.5%

15.1%

10.1%

13.4%
3.0%

Summary Table 2: Average Lease Rates and Unit Sizes for Different Tenant Categories

Hypermarket
Furniture and Home Decor Items
Entertainment & Gym
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Average Lease Rate

Average Unit Size

KD 5.73

5,712 m2

KD 10.30

2,704 m2

KD 9.72

2,209 m2

Electronics

KD 18.40

1,551 m2

Fashion, Shoes and Related Items

KD 25.91

285 m2

Services

KD 26.67

156 m2

F&B

KD 43.30

131 m2

Watches & Jewelry

KD 44.15

103 m2

Bodycare, Tools and Perfumes

KD 49.22

92 m2

Outlook for Retail Space
in Kuwait Cautious
Optimism
• Summary Chart 4 shows the comparison of per capital

• We note that there are several large footprint malls in

retail space of prominent cities in the GCC region and

Kuwait in the pipeline. Prominent among these are

some other cities / countries globally. Dubai, expectedly,

The Avenues Phase IV, Salhiya Retail Mall in Kuwait

has 3.41 m2 retail space per person. It is one of the

City, Tamdeen Development in Al Khairan, Al Manshar

world’s prominent tourists destinations and shopping

renovation, second mall by Gate Mall Company, etc. All

cities with more than 13 million visitors per year (2014).

combined, these properties may introduce 350,000 to

In the region Bahrain has reached 0.78 m2 retail space

400,000 m2 of retail space in the market over the next

per person and it is expanding further. Doha and Riyadh

5-3 years.

are catching up but are still higher than Kuwait.
• The US leads the world with 2.14 m2 retail space per

• If we add it to the existing inventory and assume
no further increase in the population, the per capita

person for the entire country. This is by far the highest

retail space will touch 0.35 m2. We believe this is

ratio for any country in the world. UAE is expected

not expected to destabilize the retail space market

to catch up sometime in the next 5-3 years with the

significantly.

US. Canada is 1.63 m2 retail space per person. In
comparison, Kuwait per capita retail space looks quite
low @ 0.26 m2 per person.

• There maybe some locations with excess supply and
there maybe a small correction in lease rates across
some tenant categories, but any dramatic decline in the
market is not expected. We remain positive on the retail
space segment in Kuwait.

Summary Chart 4: Per Capita Retail Space of Prominent Cities and Countries (16-2015)
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Introduction
The retail space segment in Kuwait is one of the most important segment in the real estate market. With market conditions
changing rapidly under the backdrop of sharp reduction in oil prices, a detailed coverage of this segment was required. We
selected 13 key properties for this study:
 The Avenues Mall – Al Rai
 360 Degree Mall – Sixth Ring Road, South Surra
 Gate Mall – Egaila
 Marina Mall - Salmiya
 Boulevard - Salmiya
 Souk Sharq – Sharq (Kuwait City)
 Al Fanar Complex - Salmiya
 Salhiya Complex – Salhiya (Kuwait City)
 Al Hamra Mall – Sharq (Kuwait City)
 Araya Center – Sharq (Kuwait City)
 Promonade – Hawalli
 KIPCO Tower Retail – Sharq (Kuwait City)
 Tijaria Tower Retail – Sharq (Kuwait City)
Information on these properties was collected in the month of March 2016. There are more than 2,200 units in these 13
properties and we have collected various information on all these units. Most of the information has been collected directly
from the property developers and it has been enriched by field surveys to capture any missing parts.
While Kuwait has several more retail properties, it was decided that the scope of the study be restricted to 13 key properties.
Other properties maybe included in the subsequent versions of this report. Please see Appendix 1 for the definitions of the
terms used in this report.
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Retail Space Market

Market Profile

Occupancy and Lease Rates
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Retail Space Market
Running High Occupancy
with Attractive Lease Rates
As mentioned previously, 13 prominent retail malls and
plazas were selected for the study. A snapshot of these
properties is shown in Table 1:
The total Gross Lease Area (GLA) of all the properties is
546,208 m2.
• The occupancy ratio is very high at 99.1%, which shows

• We have used only the unit sizes to segregate anchor

that there is hardly any space vacant in these properties.

and non-anchor tenants. Different malls have different

This high occupancy ratio also indicate the strength of

unit size threshold for anchor and non-anchor tenants.

retail space demand in Kuwait.
• The 13 properties have a total of 2,235 units (shops)
including the Kiosks. We have been able to create
benchmark lease rates of all these units.
• The weighted average lease rate of all the units is KD
25.16 per m2 per month. The weights in the calculation
are the areas of each shop.
• Chart 1 shows the percentage share of retail space

• Chart 1 also shows the sharp difference between the
average lease rates of anchor tenants and non-anchor
tenants.
• The anchor tenants pay KD 13.99 per m2 per month and
the non-anchor tenants pay KD 39.61 per m2 per month
– a premium of 183% for non-anchor category.
• Chart 2 on the next page shows the percentage share
of 13 retail properties in the total GLA. The Avenues

occupied by the anchor tenants and non-anchor

Mall with 47.4% share is the largest mall in Kuwait by a

tenants. It shows that nearly 56.4% of the GLA is

sizeable margin with 360 Degree Mall at 15.6% share.

occupied by anchor tenants and the remaining 43.6% is
occupied by non-anchor tenants.

Table 1: Snapshot of Retail Space Market in Kuwait
Gross Leasable Area

546,208 m2

# of Properties

13

# of Units (Shops)

2,235

Occupancy Ratio

99.1 %

Average Lease Rate (KD per Month per m2)

Chart 1: Share of Anchor and Non-Anchor Tenants and Lease Rates
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KD 25.16

The Avenues Account for More than 47% Share in the Retail Space in Kuwait

Chart 2: Percentage Share of Retail Space of Various Malls in Kuwait
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Ground and First Level
Floors Occupy More than
85% of Retail Space
Chart 3 shows the share of retail space on different floors
and Table 2 shows the floor wise distribution between anchor
and non-anchor tenants:
• While the real estate companies employ ample creativity
in defining various retail floors, we have segregated
them into five broad floors. Generally there is no
confusion in defining the ground and the basement
floors.
• However, the floor above the Ground floor is defined
variously as Mezzanine 1, Upper Ground, First Floor, etc.
We have treated all these as Level 1.
• Ground Floor occupy 46.5% of all retail space in the 13

• Basement occupies 7.4% space and Level 2 occupies
6.2% space. Level 3 occupies marginal share.
• Table 2 shows the percentage share of space occupied
by anchor and non-anchor tenants on various floors.
• The range for the space occupied by anchor tenants
varies from 53% to 68% from Basement to Level 2.
• Level 3 entirely used for entertainment oriented anchor
tenants such as Cinema, Kids Play Area, etc.

properties and Level 1 occupies another 39.3% space.

Table 2: Relative Share of Anchor and Non-Anchor Tenants in Floors
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Floor

Anchor

Non-Anchor

Basement

68.3%

31.7%

Ground

57.9%

42.1%

Level 1

63.6%

36.4%

Level 2

53.4%

46.6%

Level 3

100.0%

0.0%

Average Lease Rate
Highest on the Ground
Floor
Chart 4 shows the floor wise variations in lease rates and
Table 3 shows the variations in lease rates for anchor and
non-anchor tenants:
• The highest lease rate is realized on the Ground Floor @

• Basement average lease rate is KD 16.46 but it is just

KD 29.90 per m2 per month. This is further split between

KD 8.55 for anchor tenants and KD 33.46 for non-anchor

anchor tenants who pay KD 16.48 and non-anchor

tenants.

tenants who pay KD 48.37.

• Level 3 lease rate is quite low @ KD 6.59. We note

• Level 1 lease rate is KD 23.21 and Level 2 lease rate of

that Level 3 is not available in most properties and it is

KD 22.81. We note that in several properties, Level 2

largely used for entertainment oriented anchor tenants

is used for food courts where the lease rates are quite

such as Cinema, Kids Play Area, etc.

high. This has helped pushed the average lease rate of
Level 2 very close to Level 1 lease rates.
• This fact is clear in Table 3 data where the anchor tenant
lease rates for Level 1 and Level 2 are very similar but
there is a drop from KD 41.08 for Level 1 to KD 36.09 for
Level 2 - a drop of around 12%.

Table 3: Average Lease Rates of Anchor and Non-Anchor Tenants in Floors
Floor
Basement

Anchor

Non-Anchor

KD 8.55

KD 33.46

Ground

KD 16.48

KD 48.37

Level 1

KD 12.98

KD 41.08

Level 2

KD 11.21

KD 36.09

Level 3

KD 6.59

-
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Retail Categories
Space Share
and Lease Rate Variations
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Tenant Category of “Fashion, Shoes and Related
Items” Accounts for Largest Share in Retail Space
Chart 5 shows the space occupied by different tenant categories:
• We note that there is no internationally accepted categorization of retail space tenants. Therefore, the categories shown
here are the broad categories picked up after scanning a few retail mall websites.
• The largest share is occupied by “Fashion, Shoes and Related Items” @ 40.0%.
• This is followed by 15.1% share for “Entertainment & Gym” and 13.4% share for “F&B” categories.
• Hypermarkets account for 10.1% share.
• The other categories have single digit shares in retail space.

Chart 5: Share of Different Tenant Categories in Retail Space
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Distinct Profile of Tenant
Categories on Unit Sizes
and Lease Rates
Table 4 shows the profile of different tenant categories with
respect to the unit sizes and the average lease rates:
• We note that different tenant categories have unique

• “Electronics” has large footprint size of 1,551 m2 but

requirement for the size of shops they need to

very good average lease rate of KD 18.40 due to the

operate in a retail mall. This is governed by the type of

nature of the business.

merchandise, price points, operational factors and profit
margins. We have highlighted these in Table 4 below.
• The average size for a “Hypermarket” is the largest @

• The other categories have small unit sizes requirement
from “Fashion, Shoes and Related Items” @ 285 m2 to
“Bodycare, Tools and Perfume” @ 92 m2. Due to the

5,712 m2 and it has the lowest lease rate of KD 5.73

reducing unit sizes across these categories, the average

per m2 per month. The second largest unit size is for

lease rate shows an increasing trend.

“Furniture and Home Decor Items” with 2,704 m2
average size and KD 10.30 of lease rate. “Entertainment
& Gym” category also has large footprint of 2,209 m2
and average lease rate of KD 9.72.

• We note that there are differences in lease rates across
different floors and also as per the location of the unit,
which are not captured in the data shown in Table 4.

Table 4: Average Lease Rates and Unit Sizes for Different Tenant Categories

Hypermarket
Furniture and Home Decor Items
Entertainment & Gym
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Average Lease Rate

Average Unit Size

KD 5.73

5,712 m2

KD 10.30

2,704 m2

KD 9.72

2,209 m2

Electronics

KD 18.40

1,551 m2

Fashion, Shoes and Related Items

KD 25.91

285 m2

Services

KD 26.67

156 m2

F&B

KD 43.30

131 m2

Watches & Jewelry

KD 44.15

103 m2

Bodycare, Tools and Perfumes

KD 49.22

92 m2

Majority of the Area
Occupied by Large
Footprint Units; Smaller
Units are High in Number
but Occupy Limited Area
Table 5 shows the distribution of unit sizes and average lease
rates for each category:
• The second column in Table 5 shows the percentage

• The last column shows the lease rate differences across

share of the number of units of every size category.

unit size categories. Quite normally, the smallest size

We can see on this measure, the small size categories

category of “50-0 m2” pay lease rates in excess of

account for bulk of the share.

KD 91 per m2. This is because this category has a
large number of kiosks, which are small units but fetch

• However, in the third column we have shown the

very high rental for every square meter area. The size

percentage share of total leasable area occupied by
each size category. The size category “1,000 + m2” that
accounts for just 3.5% of share in unit counts account

categories from 50 m2 till 200 m2 fetch rental more than
KD 40 per m2.
• We note that even with the lowest rental of KD 10.60 per

for nearly 46% of the area.

m2, the size category of “1,000 + m2” generates much
higher rental for the malls than any other size category.

Table 5: Unit Size Category Distributions and Lease Rate Variations
50-0 m2

19.2%

2.3%

KD 91.84

100-50 m2

33.9%

10.4%

KD 45.71

150-100 m2

17.2%

9.1%

KD 42.68

200-150 m2

10.0%

7.4%

KD 41.03

250-200 m2

5.1%

4.9%

KD 35.80

300-250 m2

3.1%

3.6%

KD 36.58

500-300 m2

4.9%

7.7%

KD 28.17

1,000-500 m2

3.0%

8.8%

KD 23.69

1,000 + m2

3.5%

45.9%

KD 10.60
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Significant Variations in Lease Rates Across Unit
Sizes and Tenant Categories
In Table 6 on the next page, we have combined the tenant categories and unit size categories to show the lease rate variations:
• The lease rates for the “50-0 m2” size category across all tenant categories range in KD 85 to KD 115 per m2. These units
yield the highest rental for every square meter and these are found on all the floors of any mall.
• For most of the size categories the lowest rentals are seen in category of “Services” that has banks and communication
outlets (among others). These are important footfall drivers for any mall and therefore, their rentals are always lower than
other categories.
• The highest rentals are seen in “F&B” category that are above KD 50 for sizes from 50 m2 up to 200 m2. Even for large
unit size categories of “250-200 m2” and “300-250 m2” the lease rates are around KD 40 per m2. The dynamics of this
business segment allow such high rentals and Kuwait has one of the highest rentals in this category anywhere in the GCC
region.
• Other tenant categories with high rental profile are “Watches and Jewelry” and “Bodycare, Tools and Perfumes” where
the rentals move in tandem across all unit size categories. Most of the units in these tenant categories are mid sizes and
therefore, the rentals are very similar.
• “Fashion, Shoes and Related Items” category has the largest share of shops in any retail mall and the rentals. The rentals
in this category are centered around the mid point of the rental range across all categories.
• The “Hypermarket” and “Furniture and Home Decor Items” categories have large footprint units and there rentals are the
lowest across all the categories. Another category with low rental profile is “Entertainment and Gym” but the location of
these units are normally on higher floors of any mall unlike the “Hypermarket” and “Furniture and Home Decor Items”
categories that can occupy the prime locations on the ground floor.
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Bodycare, Tools and Perfumes

Watches & Jewelry

F&B

Services

Items

Fashion, Shoes and Related

Electronics

Entertainment & Gym

Items

Furniture and Home Decor

Hypermarket

KD 39.28
KD 53.17
KD 50.44
KD 48.37

KD 87.57
KD 87.25
KD 89.58
KD 105.93

KD 47.56

KD 114.43
KD 42.71

KD 45.00

NA

KD 85.51

NA

NA

NA
NA

100-50 m2

50-0 m2

KD 45.67

KD 47.20

KD 52.45

KD 29.12

KD 39.98

KD 44.38

KD 35.00

NA

NA

150-100 m2

KD41.02

KD 41.28

KD 50.03

KD 27.19

KD 39.88

NA

KD 25.49

NA

NA

200-150 m2

Table 6: Average Lease Rate Cross Tabulation of Tenant Categories and Unit Size Categories

Matrix of Lease Rate Variations with Tenant Categories and Unit Size Categories

KD 37.73

KD 35.93

KD 41.33

KD 21.27

KD 36.44

KD 36.00

NA

KD 22.00

NA

250-200 m2

KD 31.78

KD 30.00

KD 39.33

KD 32.00

KD 36.12

NA

NA

KD 22.26

NA

300-250 m2

KD 24.26

KD 28.00

KD 32.62

KD 22.77

KD 28.80

KD 27.00

KD 13.50

KD 20.00

NA

500-300 m2

NA

KD 27.35

KD 29.90

KD 15.75

KD 21.98

KD 13.09

KD 11.26

KD 16.15

NA

1,000-500 m2

NA

NA

KD 21.63

KD 15.02

KD 14.20

KD 8.00

KD 9.33

KD 8.70

KD 5.73

1,000 + m2

Retail Market
Outlook

and International Comparison
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Outlook for Retail Space in Kuwait
Cautious Optimism
The retail space segment in Kuwait has been in undersupply for several years, which can be seen by comparison easily:
• While there is no internally accepted benchmark of how much retail space is adequate for a city, there is a broad indicator
of per capita organized retail space (leaving out the high street retail space). We have shown the calculations in Table 7
here.
• The GLA of 13 properties covered in this report is 208 ,546 m2. We note that there are some prominent exclusions from
our analysis such as Al Kout Mall, Yall Mall, etc. There are also scores of food & beverages and entertainment oriented
projects on Gulf Street, Al Bida’a Area and Coastal Road.
• Also excluded are all the Co-operative main branches and subsidiary branches across Kuwait. Further, the organized retail
includes several souks in Kuwait such as Souk Al Mubarakia, Souk Al Kabeer, etc.
• If we assume that all the exclusions may add 100% more area (benchmarked to 13 properties covered in this report), we
may have close to 1.09 million m2 organized retail space area in Kuwait.
• Based on the latest Public Authority for Civil Information data, the population of Kuwait is 4,280,324 as on 29th March
2016. Therefore, the per capita retail space is 0.26 m2. How does it compare to other cities in the region and globally?
• Chart 6 on the next page shows the comparison of per capital retail space of prominent cities in the GCC region and some
other cities / countries globally.
• Dubai, expectedly, has 3.41 m2 retail space per person. It is one of the world’s prominent tourists destinations and
shopping cities with more than 13 million visitors per year (2014). In the region Bahrain has reached 0.78 m2 retail space
per person and it is expanding further. Doha and Riyadh are catching up but are still higher than Kuwait.

Table 7: Estimation of Per Capita Retail Space in Kuwait
GLA of All Properties Left Out @ 100%

546,208 m2

Total GLA of Organized Retail in Kuwait

1,092,415 m2

Kuwait Population (PACI)
Per Capita Retail GLA

4,280,324
0.26 m2
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Kuwait Retail Space
Continue to be in Short
Supply in International
Comparison
• The US leads the world with 2.14 m2 retail space per

• If we add it to the existing inventory and assume

person for the entire country. This is by far the highest

no further increase in the population, the per capita

ratio for any country in the world. UAE is expected to

retail space will touch 0.35 m2. We believe this is

catch up sometime in the next 5-3 years with the US.

not expected to destabilize the retail space market

Canada is 1.63 m2 retail space per person.

significantly.

• In comparison, Kuwait per capita retail space looks quite
low @ 0.26 m2 per person.
• We note that there are several large footprint malls in
Kuwait in the pipeline. Prominent among these are
The Avenues Phase IV, Salhiya Retail Mall in Kuwait

• There maybe some locations with excess supply and
there maybe a small correction in lease rates across
some tenant categories, but any dramatic decline in the
market is not expected. We remain positive on the retail
space segment in Kuwait.

City, Tamdeen Development in Al Khairan, Al Manshar
renovation, second mall by Gate Mall Company, etc. All
combined, these properties may introduce 350,000 to
400,000 m2 of retail space in the market over the next
5-3 years.

Summary Chart 4: Per Capita Retail Space of Prominent Cities and Countries (16-2015)
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Appendix
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Appendix 1: Definitions of the Terms
Used in this Report
General Terms
1. Average Lease Rate – The average lease rate for any property or category is estimated dividing the combined monthly
rentals of all units by the combined leasable area of all units. Therefore, the average here is weighted average where the
shop areas are used as weights.
2. Gross Leasable Area (GLA) -The gross leasable area of a property is sum total of the leasable area of all shops. It is an
internationally accepted term and its short form GLA is used frequently in all publications.

Tenant Categories
1. Bodycare. Tools and Perfumes – Shops of all cosmetic items, beauty care products, accessories and perfumes are
included in this category. Some of the popular brands are Bath and Body Shop, Ajmal Perfumes, Claire’s, etc.
2. Electronics – Shops of all sorts of electronic items such as mobile phones, TVs, peripherals, etc. are included in this
category. Popular brands in this category are X-cite, Eureka, Best Electronics, Nokia, Samsung, I-Machines, etc.
3. Entertainment and Gym – All types of entertainment concepts and healthcare outlets are combined under this category.
Popular brands are Cinescape, Magic Planet, Pottery Barn, Future Kids, KidZania, Gold Gym, etc.
4. F&B – This category includes all the sub-categories of food & beverages segment. Normally, the F&B category is subdivided as Quick Service Restaurants (QSR), Causal Dine / Fine Dine Restaurants, Café / Coffee Shops and Impulse
Buying Outlets (icecream, doughnuts, etc.) Popular brands in this category are McDonalds, Pizza Hut, Starbucks, etc.
5. Fashion, Shoes and Related Items – It is the category with largest number of outlets. It covers products such as garments,
shoes, bags, glasses, etc. Popular brands are H&M, Zara, Gucci, etc.
6. Furniture and Home Decor Items – All shops of furniture and home décor are covered in this category. Popular brands
here are IKEA, The One, Home Selection, Zara Homes, etc.
7. Hypermarket – Large footprint hypermarket such as Carrefour, Geant, Sultan Center, etc. are covered in this category.
8. Services – All the service oriented outlets such as under banking, money exchange, spa, healthcare services, etc. are
covered in this category.
9. Watches and Jewelry – All shops of watches and jewelry are covered under this category. Popular brands are Damas,
Chopard, Hublot, etc.
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